Get documents done on the road
Busy professionals who are often on the road want to maximize on-the-go productivity so they can focus more time on clients and other strategic priorities that impact the bottom line. While documenting client interactions, writing correspondence and capturing detailed notes are important parts of the job, these tasks require professionals to spend long hours typing at their desktop to keep up with paperwork.

These professionals typically carry some kind of mobile device with them to get work done and stay connected on the road. Some may still be scribbling down notes by hand and others may dictate into their mobile devices while information is fresh in their minds, to transcribe the recordings later—either on their own or using an administrator or outside service. These approaches are time-consuming and still require careful document proofreading and extensive, back-and-forth editing to ensure high quality and accuracy.

By using their mobile devices to dictate detailed notes and documents of any length and immediately edit and format as needed, busy professionals can save steps and speed up document turnaround. To realize these productivity gains, however, they need powerful continuous dictation capabilities that can accurately recognize specific industry terms and voice shortcuts as well as the ability to seamlessly sync their customizations with their Dragon desktop to work more efficiently from any location.

The dictation solution for mobile professionals
Dragon Anywhere is a professional-grade, cloud-based dictation app for busy professionals who want to work faster and smarter using their mobile device. Dragon Anywhere lets you customize words and create boilerplate text or commands to dictate and edit documents of any length by voice—quickly and accurately—directly on your iOS or Android device. Your documents can be shared and custom words and auto-texts synced up with your Dragon desktop, so you can continue your work seamlessly wherever you go. By being more productive on the road, you can focus more time on clients, customers and core business tasks.

Features and benefits
Professional-grade, continuous dictation on mobile devices
Dictate continuously without time or length limits to create, edit, format, navigate and select text—all by

Key features and benefits
- Create and edit documents quickly and accurately with professional-grade continuous dictation on iOS or Android mobile devices
- Enjoy high recognition accuracy; the solution continually adapts to you for a personalized experience
- Customize words to include unique and business-specific terminology
- Quickly insert custom boilerplate text for faster, more structured document creation
- Automatically synchronize custom words and auto-texts with your desktop (for supported Dragon desktop editions)
- Send and manage dictated text with ease
- Save time and money with immediate access to your dictation, eliminating the need to wait or rely on a costly transcription service

System requirements
- iOS 8.1+ (iPad 3+, iPhone 5+ or iPad Mini 1+) or Android 4.4+ phones and tablets
- Active WiFi or cellular connection
voice. Create entire documents on your mobile device simply by talking and see the results of your dictation or corrections immediately.

**High recognition accuracy**

Dragon Anywhere provides powerful features like automatic accent detection to deliver accurate recognition results right out of the gate—with no training required. And because you set up your own personal profile that continually adapts to your voice, words and corrections, you enjoy a personalized experience that gets even more accurate over time.

Plus, because speech recognition occurs in the cloud, your experience improves over time—without requiring that you update the app.

**Edit, format, select and navigate your text**

Inline dictation commands enable fast correction, formatting, navigation and even photo insertion. Command examples include:

- **Text selection:** Select <text>, Select <text> to <text>, Select All
- **Correction:** Scratch That, Undo That, Insert Before, Resume With, Correct <text>
- **Formatting:** Bold That, Italicize That, Underline That, Set text color to <color>
- **Navigation:** Go to Beginning/End, New Line, New Paragraph, Next Input Field
- **Photos:** Choose/Take a photo

Users can easily mix and match voice and keyboard interaction, depending on the most convenient mode, for flexibility and convenience.

**Customize words**

Dragon Anywhere allows you to customize words for accurate recognition of specific business terminology, company or industry acronyms, proper nouns or personal preferences every time. You can add words to your vocabulary at any time to achieve continually better results. These words are automatically synchronized to your account so they’re available on any of your Dragon Anywhere devices or on your Dragon desktop.

**Shortcut steps with voice commands**

Define simple voice commands to short-cut repetitive processes and improve your mobile productivity. For example, you can define custom text (also known as “auto-text”) or create custom forms or templates to speed and simplify document creation.

- An auto-text allows you to store a frequently-used text passage to define a simple voice command for automatically inserting that text within a document. For example, you can use auto-text to insert your signature and contact information in a letter, a bulleted list of items into a quote, or a standard clause in a legal document just by saying a simple command.
- A custom form enables you to fill out frequently-used forms quickly and easily by bringing up a stored form and dictating to fill in the information. You can use voice commands such as “Next/previous field” to navigate between the fields for even faster form filling.

**Synchronize with your desktop**

Custom words and auto-texts are automatically synchronized with your Dragon desktop (for supported editions) next time you log into the network so you can work seamlessly by voice anywhere you go. Because you can create these customizations within the Dragon Anywhere mobile app or from your Dragon desktop, you don’t have to worry about which device they’re on. Even if you have multiple mobile devices, you can dictate on any one of them provided you use your personal account to automatically sync all customizations.

**Easy document management**

Once your dictation is ready to be shared with your other devices or your colleagues, you can use your voice to send the document by email or save it to a cloud storage service. You can also import existing documents for further editing on your mobile device. You can:

- Email dictated text: Send it in the body of an email or as an email attachment
- Share documents to cloud storage: Export dictated text as a .docx, .rtf, or .rtfd (iOS only) document
- Import documents from cloud storage: Import .docx, .txt, .htm, .rtf and .rtfd (iOS only) files
- Open in Word: Open your dictation in Word (if the Microsoft Word app is installed) and then save your document using Word
- Save your dictation to Evernote as a new note
- Copy and paste dictated text via OS functions

**Data privacy**
Dragon Anywhere has your privacy in mind:
- All client/server communication is encrypted
- User accounts are password protected

- Dragon Anywhere does not access content on your device, such as contacts or your location. You control what data is available to the system, based on what you dictate.

**Easy to use**
Dragon Anywhere provides an intuitive user experience and helpful resources to get you up and running quickly on your mobile device:
- Easy-to-use interface
- Comprehensive help and videos
- Audio signal quality indicator that provides immediate feedback
- Interface and command set similar to those of Dragon desktop (for existing desktop users)

To learn more about Dragon Anywhere, as well as the complete line of Dragon speech recognition products, visit the following:

- [Dragon Anywhere](#)
- [Dragon speech recognition products](#)
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**About Nuance Communications, Inc.**
Nuance Communications is reinventing the relationship between people and technology. Through its voice and language offerings, the company is creating a more human conversation with the many devices, electronics, apps and services around us. Every day, millions of people and thousands of businesses experience Nuance through intelligent systems that can listen, understand, learn and adapt to your life and your work. For more information, please visit [www.nuance.com](http://www.nuance.com).
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